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Abstract

Several scoring metrics have been used in conjunction with search

procedures in algorithms for learning probabilistic networks from data�

In this paper� we study the properties of entropy as a scoring metric in

learning a decomposable Markov network� Though entropy and related

scoring metrics have commonly been used� its �microscopic� property and

its asymptotic behavior when used in a search is unknown� We provide

such a microscopic study of a minimum entropy search algorithm� and

show that the algorithm learns an I�map of the domain model as the

size of sample data approaches in�nity�

Search procedures that modify a network structure one link at a

time have been used by several learning algorithms because of their

e�ciency� In these procedures� a single link� representing a dependence

relation between a pair of variables� may be added or deleted after each

evaluation of a set of alternative links according to the scoring metric�

However� the single�link lookahead should be used with caution� The

microscopic study indicates that a class of probabilistic domain models

cannot be learned by such procedures� Our results strongly suggest that

prior knowledge about the problem domain together with a multi�link

search strategy would provide an e	ective way to uncover many domain

models�

Learning by heuristic search may generate super
uous links that are

unnecessary to encode domain dependencies� False dependencies in�

ferred from a �nite database may cause the generation of additional su�

per
uous links� We show that the entropy metric has built�in resistance

to some super
uous links which can be further reduced by performing

a conditional independence test in a multi�link lookahead search�

Keywords� Inductive learning� reasoning under uncertainty� knowl�

edge acquisition� Markov networks� probabilistic networks�
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� Introduction

A probabilistic network ���� ��� ��� �� combines a qualitative graphic structure�
which encodes domain dependencies� with a quantitative probability distribu	
tion� which encodes the strength of the dependencies
 The network structure
can be a directed or undirected graph
 A Bayesian network �BN� structure is a
directed acyclic graph and a decomposable Markov network �DMN� structure
is an undirected chordal graph
 As many eective probabilistic inference tech	
niques have been developed ���� ��� ��� ��� ��� and the applicability of proba	
bilistic networks have been amply demonstrated in many arti�cial intelligence
domains ���� many researchers turn their attention to automatic learning of
such networks from data


Chow and Liu ��� pioneered learning of probabilistic networks
 They de	
veloped an algorithm to approximate a joint probability distribution �jpd� by
a tree	structured BN
 Rebane and Pearl ���� extended their method to learn
a polytree	structured BN
 However� many real world domain models cannot
be represented adequately with a tree	structured network
 The following algo	
rithms are all applicable to learning a multiply connected network
 Herskovits
and Cooper ���� developed the Kutato algorithm to learn a BN from a database
of cases by minimizing the entropy of the distribution de�ned by the BN
 Their
method starts with an empty graph �no links� and adds one link at each pass
during search
 Later� they proposed the K� algorithm ��� that learns a BN
based on a Bayesian method which selects a BN with the highest posterior
probability given a database
 A similar algorithm was independently devel	
oped by Buntine ���
 Recently� Heckerman et al ���� applied the Bayesian
method to learning a BN by combining prior knowledge and statistical data

Spirtes and Glymour ���� developed the PC algorithm that learns a BN by
deleting links from a complete graph
 Lam and Bacchus ���� applied the min	
imal description length �MDL� principle to learning a BN� which evaluates a
BN as the best if it has the minimal sum of its own encoding length and the
encoding length of the data given the BN
 Instead of learning a BN� Fung
and Crawford ���� developed the Constructor algorithm that learns a DMN
 A
more extensive review of literature for learning probabilistic networks can be
found in ���� �� �� ���


In this paper we consider learning a DMN from a database
 Pearl ����
showed that directionality makes BNs a richer language in expressing depen	
dencies
 For instance� an induced dependency can be expressed by a BN but
not by a DMN
 Most of the work reviewed above� except that by Fung and
Crawford� learn BNs from data
 However� the usefulness of learning a DMN
can be seen as follows


One important application of BNs is to compute posterior marginal prob	
abilities
 An elegant algorithm for doing that with a multiply connected net	
work is proposed by Jensen et al ����
 The method uses a DMN� in terms of
its junction tree �JT�� as the run time representation of a BN
 In converting
the original BN into a DMN and then into a JT� directionality is discarded

Therefore� as long as computing posterior marginal probabilities is concerned�
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a DMN is as equally expressive as a BN
 Jensen et al�s method can be ex	
tended to probabilistic inference with multiply sectioned Bayesian networks in
a single agent oriented system ���� ��� as well as in a multiagent distributed
interpretation system ����
 The run time representation is a set of DMNs �in
terms of a set of JTs�
 It has been shown ���� that computation of posterior
marginal probabilities of a BN can be performed using an extended relational
database once the BN is converted into its equivalent DMN
 This implies that
once a probabilistic model is expressed in terms of a DMN� inference can be
performed using standard relational DBMSs
 Finally� as BNs and DMNs are
so closely related� knowledge gained in learning one of them will bene�t the
learning of the other


It has been shown that learning probabilistic networks is NP	hard ��� ��

Therefore� it is justi�ed to use heuristic search in learning
 Many algorithms
developed use a scoring metric and a search procedure
 The scoring met	
ric evaluates the goodness	of	�t of a structure to the data� and the search
procedure generates alternative structures and selects the best based on the
evaluation


Out of many possible scoring metrics� the Bayesian metric� the description
length metric and the entropy metric have been used and studied by several
researchers ���� �� �� ��� ��� �� ���
 Cheeseman ��� showed that the Bayesian
metric and the description length metric are equivalent subject to a constant
dierence
 Lam and Bacchus ���� showed that in applying MDL principle to
learning a BN� the encoding length of the data is a monotonically increasing
function of the Kullback	Leibler cross entropy between the distribution de�ned
by the BN and the true distribution
 It has also been shown ���� that the cross
entropy of a DMN can be expressed as the dierence between the entropy of
the distribution de�ned by the DMN and the entropy of the true distribution
which is a constant given a static domain
 Entropy has also been used as a
means to test conditional independence in learning BNs ����
 Therefore� the
maximization of the posterior of a network given a database ��� ���� the mini	
mization of description length ����� the minimization of cross entropy between
a network and the true model ����� the minimization of entropy of a network
���� ���� and conditional independence tests are all closely related
 A better
understanding of any of them will lead to a better understanding of all of them


In all the methods mentioned above� a heuristic method with a single	link
lookahead search is adopted in order to avoid the exponential complexity of
exhaustive comparison of all possible networks
 However� as far as we know�
the interplay of the scoring metric and the search process has not been ana	
lyzed
 Many questions have not been answered
 For example� how does the
current score determine the next link �dependency� that will be selected� How
does the inclusion of a new link change the score and why� Is it possible that
once a super�uous link is added� the search may continue until a complete
graph structure is generated� We have already had a good �macroscopic� per	
spective about which network�s� should be chosen if an exhaustive comparison
is possible according to a particular scoring metric
 However� in viewing the
search process as a chain that connects the initial network to some learned
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network� we do not seem to have a satisfactory �microscopic� understanding
about what is occurring during the transition from one link to the next on the
chain
 We do not seem to know how good or how bad the learned network is
relative to the global optimal
 As pointed out by Spirtes and Glymour ����
and acknowledged by Cooper and Herskovits ���� the �asymptotic reliability of
the procedure is unknown
�

In this paper we provide such a microscopic study under the context of
learning a DMN from a database by using an entropy scoring metric and
a minimum entropy search procedure
 The microscopic understanding leads
to the identi�cation of drawbacks of a single	link lookahead search� which is
commonly used in learning probabilistic networks


We show that a class of probabilistic domain models cannot be learned by
a single	link lookahead search procedure
 Although our observation is based
on the entropy scoring metric� because of the close relationship between the
entroy metric and other metrics described above� the results we obtain are
valid for other algorithms as well
 We will show that some domain models
cannot be learned by the standard methods ���� ��� ���
 We therefore propose
a multi	link lookahead learning algorithm
 We will analyze the computational
complexity of this algorithm and suggest solutions to alleviate the problem


This microscopic study also establishes the �asymptotic� behavior of the
minimum entropy search algorithm
 We will show that� when the number of
cases in a database becomes very large� the algorithm will halt and return an
I	map of the domain model


In practice� learning is performed on a database of a �nite size
 A �nite
database may contain false dependencies that do not exist among the domain
variables
 They cause the learning algorithms to generate super�uous links

These links and their associated numerical probability values tend to encode
�noise� and bias the jpd of the learned networks
 Even though the database is
very large and contains no false dependencies� learning using heuristic search
may generate super�uous links that do not re�ect the true domain dependen	
cies
 These super�uous links tend to make the inference using the resultant
network unnecessarily more complex
 The Bayesian metric and the description
length metric have automatic �versus user controlled� mechanism to balance
the complexity of the network and the �tness of data
 The entropy metric is
equivalent only to the encoding length of the data given the learned network as
mentioned above
 Classifying super�uous links generated from dierent cases
reveals the built	in resistance of the entropy metric to some super�uous links

To further balance complexity and �tness� we use the standard �� test for
independence
 We discuss the problem involved in performing such a test in a
multi	link lookahead search


Section � provides the background and terminology
 We present in Sec	
tion � the rational of the minimum entropy approach
 In Section �� we study
the microscopic mechanism of the minimum entropy search in learning a de	
composable Markov network as an I	map of a domain model
 We will also
discuss the built	in resistance of the entropy metric to super�uous links
 In
Section �� we demonstrate the limitation of a single	link lookahead search
 We
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present in Section � a multi	link lookahead algorithm based on the minimum
entropy search
 In Section �� we discuss how to use the �� test in a multi	
link search
 Experimental results are presented in Section �� followed by a
concluding discussion


� Background and Terminology

��� Graph related terminology

A chord in an undirected graph is a link that connects two nonadjacent nodes

A graph is chordal if every cycle of length � � has a chord
 The undirected
graph G� in Figure � is not chordal since the cycle a� �a� b�� b� �b� d�� d� �d� c��
c� �c� a�� a of length � has a pair of nonadjacent nodes b and c that are uncon	
nected
 If we add the chord �b� c� to G�� it becomes G� which is chordal
 A
clique of a graph is a maximal set of nodes pairwise linked
 G� has four cliques
fa� b� cg� fb� c� dg�fc� eg and fc� fg
 A component of a graph is a maximal sub	
graph that is connected
 In Figure �� G� has a single component and G� has
two components
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Figure �� G�� a non	chordal graph
 G�� a chordal graph with a single compo	
nent
 G�� a chordal graph with two components
 T�� a junction tree of G��
where nodes are drawn as ovals and sepsets are drawn as boxes
 F�� a junction
forest of G�


Let G be a connected chordal graph
 A junction tree �JT� T of G is a tree
whose nodes are labeled by cliques of G such that for each pair of nodes of
T � their intersection is contained in every node on the unique path between
them
 In Figure �� T� is a JT of G�
 Without confusion� we sometimes refer to
a node C in T as a clique when the nodes of G contained in C are of interest

For instance� we may say that T� has a clique fa� b� cg
 The intersection of two
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adjacent cliques in T is called the sepset of the two cliques
 In general� G may
not be connected
 A junction forest �JF� F of G is a set of JTs each of which
is a JT of one component of G
 In Figure �� F� is a JF of G� and F� consists
of two JTs
 T� is a �trivial� JF of G�


Let X� Y and Z be three subsets of nodes in a graph
 We use � XjZjY �
to mean that nodes in Z intercept all paths between nodes of X and nodes
of Y 
 In G� of Figure �� we have � fagjfb� cgjfdg �
 In a JT� we use �
XjZjY � to mean that Z is a sepset on the unique path between the clique
that contains X and the clique that contains Y 
 For example� the statements
� fagjfb� cgjfdg �� � fb� dgjfcgjffg � and � fa� bgjfcgjfeg � are all true in
T�


��� Dependency graphs

Let N be a set of discrete variables in a problem domain and X � N 
 A
con�guration x of X is an assignment of values to every variable in X
 A
probabilistic model �PM� over N is an encoding of probabilistic information
that determines the probability of every con�guration of X for every X � N 

A PM over N can be speci�ed by a jpd over N 
 The entropy of X de�ned by
a probability distribution P over X is H�X� � �

P
x P �x� log�P �x���

We will denote a PM by M
 Our task is to learn a probabilistic network
from the data generated by M
 In practice� we usually have less data than
what is necessary to reliably estimate the jpd over N 
 However� we may be
able to estimate reliably the marginal distribution over X � N if jXj is small

Therefore� the jpd over N is mainly used in this paper as a conceptual entity


Let X� Y and Z be three subsets of N 
 X and Y are conditionally indepen�
dent given Z� denoted Ind�X�Z� Y �� i P �xjyz� � P �xjz� whenever P �yz� � �


Since we use graphs to represent independency relations among variables�
we will use nodes and variables interchangeably
 An undirected graph G is an
independency map �I�map� ofM overN if there is a one	to	one correspondence
between nodes of G and variables in N such that for all disjoint subsets X�
Y and Z of N � we have � XjZjY � � Ind�X�Z� Y �
 That is� in an I	map�
variables that are graphically separated are independent
 However� there is
no guarantee that variables graphically connected are necessarily dependent

For a detailed treatment of graphical representation of dependency models� see
Pearl ����


Let G � �N�E� be a chordal graph� F be a JF of G� and M be a PM
over N 
 Let Ci be a clique of F and Sj be a sepset of F 
 Let PM�Ci� and
PM�Sj� be the marginal distributions over Ci and Sj� respectively� de�ned by
M
 The jpd P � �

Q
i PM�Ci����

Q
j PM�Sj�� is called the projected distribution

of M on G �or on F �
 Note that we have written P �N� as P for simplicity

The pair �G�P � is a decomposable Markov network �DMN� of M� where G is
the structure of the DMN and P is the distribution of the DMN�
 In practice�

�What we call a decomposable Markov network has been termed di�erently in the liter�
ature� It is called simply Markov network in ���� �	
 and Markov graph in ��
� The term
decomposable Markov network is implicitly used in �	�
 to mean the similar thing as de�ned
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PM�Ci� is estimated from the data generated by M
 Note that �G�P � de�nes
a PM which may or may not be equivalent toM
 The entropy of N de�ned by
P is equal to H�N� �

P
iH�Ci��

P
j H�Sj� ����
 Whenever � XjZjY � holds

in G �or F �� Ind�X�Z� Y � must hold in P 
 Therefore� we say that Ind�X�Z� Y �
is implied by G �or F �


� The Rational of the Minimum Entropy Ap�

proach

This section brie�y reviews the rational behind the minimumentropy approach
originally presented in ����


Given M over N � we would like to learn a DMN �G�P � that is an ap	
proximation of M
 To measure the closeness of �G�P � to M� we adopt the
Kullback	Leibler cross entropy ����� K�PM� P � �

P
x PM�x� log�PM�x��P �x���

where PM is the true jpd de�ned byM and x is a con�guration of N 
 A DMN
that minimizes K�PM� P � will be considered as the best approximation of M

Since K�PM� P � � H�N��HM�N� ����� where H�N� is the entropy of N de	
�ned by P andHM�N� is de�ned byM� minimizingK�PM� P � can be achieved
by simply minimizing H�N�
 We call this the minimum entropy approach


In Section �
�� we will show that a DMN that minimizes K�PM� P � is
actually an I	map of M
 Thus� the best DMN is a minimal I	map� i
e
� an
I	map that contains no super�uous links
 The problem of learning a minimal I	
map is NP	hard ���
 Therefore� it is justi�ed to use heuristic learning methods

We can design a learning algorithm by combining the entropy metric with a
single	link lookahead search strategy
 We will refer to such an algorithm as
learning by minimum entropy search
 One such algorithm ���� starts with an
empty graph
 At each pass� it searches all possible links and adds to the current
graph the link that minimizes the entropy
 It terminates when no additional
link can decrease the entropy signi�cantly
 In Section �� we identify a class of
PMs that cannot be learned by such a single	link lookahead search
 A multi	
link lookahead search is required to discover the dependencies in these PMs

In the following discussion� we will assume a more general search procedure
with the single	link lookahead as a special case


� The Minimum Entropy Search

In this section� we analyze how the dependency relations are derived in a DMN
in minimum entropy search


Recall that the pair �G�P � is a DMN of M
 That is� P is de�ned by
the marginals of PM on cliques of G
 In practice� we can only estimate these
marginals from a database of cases� e
g
� using the maximum	likelihood esti	
mator �the relative frequencies�
 According to the law of large numbers� the

above� However� there the term Markov network is restricted to a minimal I�map of a given
dependency model� We do not require the structure of a DMN to be an I�map�
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relative frequency of each con�guration approaches its true probability as the
size of the database approaches in�nity
 Since our objective here is to analyze
the microscopic mechanism of the minimum entropy search and its asymptotic
behavior� one may assume that P is obtained directly from the projection of
PM
 As we move from the theoretical analysis to practical implementation in
Section �� we will discuss the related issues


Let us outline the theorems to be presented in this section
 Theorem �
establishes the relationship between the entropy of a DMN and its I	mapness

Theorem � identi�es a false independence relation in a DMN if its entropy is
not minimum
 Theorem � says that if the inclusion of one or more links can
remove a false independence relation� the entropy of the DMN will decrease

Together� Theorems � and � state that the process of decreases in entropy
closely parallels the process of removal of false independence relations satis�ed
by the intermediate DMNs
 Theorem � summerizes Theorems �� � and �
 It
asserts that the minimum entropy search algorithm will produce an I	map

Theorems � and �� reveal the built	in resistance of the entropy metric to some
super�uous links
 Theorem � shows that if a link does not help remove a
false independence from the current DMN� the entropy scoring metric will
not select such a link
 Theorem �� shows how a greedy search �add only those
links that maximizes the decrease of entropy at each pass� further helps reduce
super�uous links


��� Characterization of the minimum entropy search

space

Let us �rst show that the entropy of a DMN cannot be smaller than that of the
underlying M
 This means that the search space of DMNs is lower	bounded
in terms of the entropy scoring metric as indicated by the following corollary


Corollary � Let M be a probabilistic model over a set N of variables� Let
�G�P � be a decomposable Markov network ofM� Let HM�N� be the entropy of
N de�ned by M and H�N� be the entropy of N de�ned by P � Then H�N� �
HM�N��

Proof�
Let PM be the jpd de�ned by M
 The cross entropy K�PM� P � � � ����


Since K�PM� P � � H�N��HM�N� ����� we have H�N� � HM�N�

�

The following theorem says that the lower bound of the search space can
only be reached by a DMN that is an I	map of M
 Therefore� it shows clearly
that the minimum entropy search targets an I	map


Theorem � Let M be a probabilistic model over a set N of variables� Let
�G�P � be a decomposable Markov network of M� Let HM�N� be the entropy
of N de�ned byM and H�N� be the entropy of N de�ned by P � Then H�N� �
HM�N� i� �if and only if� G is an I�map of M�
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Proof�
The cross entropy K�PM� P � � � i P � PM ����
 Because K�PM� P � �

H�N��HM�N� �����H�N� � HM�N� is equivalent to P � PM
 Since �G�P � is
a DMN� we form a JF of G and have P �

Q
i PM�Ci��

Q
j PM�Sj� � PM where

Ci is a clique of F and Sj is a sepset
 This means that every independence
relation implied by G is true inM� namely� G is an I	map ofM
 �

��� Construction of an I�map

Theorem � implies that if the entropy of a DMN is not the minimum� it must
contain a false independence relation
 The next theorem describes such a false
independence relation more speci�cally in terms of its topological features


Theorem � Let M be a probabilistic model over a set N of variables� Let
�G�P � be a decomposable Markov network of M and F be the junction forest
of G� Let HM�N� be the entropy of N de�ned byM and H�N� be the entropy
of N de�ned by P �

If H�N� � HM�N�� there exist three disjoint subsets X �� �� Z and Y �� ��
where Z is either empty or is a sepset of F � X �Z is a clique of F and Y �Z
covers a connected subgraph of F such that Ind�X�Z� Y � holds in P but does
not hold in M�

Proof�
Suppose that H�N� � HM�N�
 The graph G is not completely connected�

since otherwise we would have P � PM and H�N� � HM�N�
 This implies
that G has more than one clique� or equivalently� F has at least two nodes

Let C� be a leaf node of F 
 If C� is the only node of a JT in F � let S� � �

This is the case of Figure � �left�
 Otherwise� let S� be the sepset of C� and its
unique adjacent clique
 This is the case of Figure � �right�
 Then P satis�es
Ind�C� n S�� S�� N n C��
 If Ind�C� n S�� S�� N n C�� does not hold in M� the
proof is complete with X � C� nS� �� �� Y � N nC� �� � and Z � S� �Z may
be empty�
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Figure �� Two junction forests
 Nodes of are drawn as ovals and sepsets are
drawn as boxes
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Suppose Ind�C� n S�� S�� N n C�� holds in M
 Let N� denote the set S� �
�N nC��
 For example� in Figure � �both left and right�� N� � ��

i��Ci
 In the
case where S� �� �� we have PM � PM�N��PM�C���PM�S��� which implies
HM�N� � HM�N�� �HM�C���HM�S��
 On the other hand�

H�N� � H�N�� �H�C���H�S���

where H�N�� is computed from the projected distribution P of M on the
subgraph of F without the node C�
 Denote this subgraph by F� �a JF�
 Since
H�C�� is computed from P �C�� and P �C�� � PM�C�� by de�nition� we obtain

H�N� � H�N�� �HM�C���HM�S���

Therefore� the assumption H�N� � HM�N� implies H�N�� � HM�N��

In the case where S� � �� we have PM � PM�N��PM�C��� HM�N� �

HM�N�� � HM�C�� and H�N� � H�N�� � HM�C��
 The same result is ob	
tained


SinceH�N�� � HM�N��� we can repeat the above argument on F�
 Because
F has only a �nite number of nodes� we will eventually �nd an independence
relation Ind�X�Z� Y � that holds in P but not in PM
 We now show that the
contrary leads to a contradiction


Suppose such an Ind�X�Z� Y � is not found when F is reduced to only two
cliques C� and C�� i
e
� N� � C� �C�
 Denote the only sepset as S� � C�	C�

By the above argument� we haveH�C��C�� � HM�C��C��� whereH�C��C��
is computed from the projected distribution P ofM on the subgraph of F with
only cliques C� and C�


In the case where S� �� �� since P satis�es Ind�C� n S�� S�� C� n S��� we
obtain H�C��C�� � HM�C���HM�C���HM�S��
 If Ind�C�nS�� S�� C� nS��
holds in M as well� then marginalization produces

PM�C� � C�� �
X

Nn�C��C��

PM � PM�C��PM�C���PM�S���

This is equivalent to HM�C� � C�� � HM�C�� � HM�C�� � HM�S��� which
implies H�C� � C�� � HM�C� � C��
 Thus� we obtain a contradiction


In the case where S� � �� P satis�es Ind�C�� �� C��
 Therefore� we have
H�C� � C�� � HM�C�� � HM�C��
 If Ind�C�� �� C�� holds in M as well�
then PM�C� � C�� �

P
Nn�C��C�� PM � PM�C��PM�C�� and HM�C� � C�� �

HM�C���HM�C��
 This again impliesH�C��C�� � HM�C��C��
 �

Theorem � will show that if a sepset in a JF can be augmented to remove
a false independence relation� then the augmentation will decease the entropy

Lemma � and � prepare for Theorem � by showing the result in a two	clique
JF


Augmentation of a two	clique JF can be exhaustively classi�ed into the
seven cases shown in Figure �� where X� Y � Z� A and B represent disjoint and
nonempty sets
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Figure �� Seven cases of augmentation of a two	clique JF F� into another JF
F�
 Cliques are drawn as ovals and sepsets as boxes
 Sepsets of F� for cases
��� and ��� are not shown


Cases ��� and ��� are the only possible ways a two	clique JF can be aug	
mented into a single	clique JT
 The augmentation corresponds to including
links between each pair �a� b� where a 
 A and b 
 B in the chordal graph of
F�


Cases ��� and ��� are the only possible ways a two	clique JF can be aug	
mented into a three	clique JT
 The augmentation corresponds to including
links between each pair �a� b� where a 
 A and b 
 B


If the augmentation of case ��� is performed with additional links between
each pair of �a� y� and �b� x� where x 
 X and y 
 Y � we obtain case ���


For cases ��� and ���� if we let B � � in F�� we get cases ��� and ����
respectively
 The augmentation corresponds to including links between each
pair �a� y�


No other case is possible except for a renaming of sets
 For example� if we
let A � � in cases ��� and ��� and augment the chordal graph of F� with links
�x� y�� the result is cases ��� and ���� respectively


Lemma � relates cases ��� and ��� to the decrease of entropy


Lemma � Let M be a probabilistic model over a set N of variables� Let A�
B and Z be disjoint sets such that A �� �� B �� �� and Z �A�B � N � Let F�

be a junction forest of two cliques Z �A and Z �B� Let F� be a junction tree
of a single clique Z � A � B� Let H��N� and H��N� be the entropies de�ned
by the projected distributions of M on F� and F�� respectively�

If there exists a pair a 
 A� b 
 B such that Ind�fag� N n fa� bg� fbg� does
not hold in M� then H��N� � H��N��

Proof�
The topology of F� satis�es � AjZjB �
 That Ind�fag� N n fa� bg� fbg�

does not hold in M implies that Ind�A�Z�B� is false in M
 Therefore� F�

is not an I	map of M
 According to Corollary � and Theorem�� we have
H��N� � HM�N�
 Since F� is a trivial I	map of M� by Theorem �� we have
H��N� � HM�N�
 �

Lemma � relates cases ��� through ��� to the decrease of entropy


��



Lemma � Let M be a probabilistic model over a set N of variables� Let X�
Y � Z� A and B be disjoint sets such that X �A �� �� Y �B �� �� A � B �� ��
and X�Y �Z�A�B � N � Let F� be a junction forest of two cliques X�Z�A
and Y �Z �B� Let F� be a junction forest constructed by augmentation of F�

as in cases �	� through �
� of Figure 	� Let H��N� and H��N� be the entropies
de�ned by the projected distributions of M on F� and F�� respectively�

If Ind�X � A�Z� Y � B� does not hold in M�� but Ind�X�Z � A � B�Y �
holds in M� then H��N� � H��N��

Proof�
Again� we denote X � A by XA
 Since Ind�XA�Z� Y B� is implied by F�

but it does not hold inM� F� is not an I	map of M
 On the other hand� since
Ind�X�ZAB� Y � is the only independence relation implied by F� and it holds
in M� F� is an I	map of M
 According to Corollary � and Theorem �� we can
immediately conclude that H��N� � H��N�
 �

Now we want to show in general that if links are added to a DMN to remove
a false independence relation� then the addition will decease the entropy
 This
implies that the minimum entropy search is precisely a process of removal of
false independence relations


Theorem � Let M be a probabilistic model over a set N of variables� Let
G� � �N�E�� be a chordal graph and F� be the junction forest of G��

Let X� Y � Z� A and B be disjoint subsets of N �X � A �� �� Y � B �� ��
A � B �� �� and F �

� be a subgraph of F� such that ��� the union of all cliques
in F �

� equals to X � Y � Z �A � B� ��� either Z � � or Z is a sepset in F �
� �

and �	� Ind�X �A�Z� Y �B� is implied by F �
� �

Let G� be augmented into one of the following three chordal graphs by in�
cluding links only among variables in X � Y � Z �A �B�

G� X � Y � Z �A �B becomes a single clique�
G� X � Z � A � B and Y � Z �A �B become two cliques�
G� X � Z � A� Y � Z � B and Z �A �B become three cliques�
Let Hi�N� �i � �� �� �� be the entropy de�ned by the projected distributions

of M on Gi�
Suppose Ind�X �A�Z� Y �B� does not hold in M�

�� If there exist u 
 X�A and v 
 Y �B such that Ind�fug� N nfu� vg� fvg�
does not hold in M� then H��N� � H��N��

�� If Ind�X�Z �A � B�Y � holds in M� then Hi�N� � H��N� �i � �� ���

Proof�
The theorem is true if XY ZAB � N due to Lemma � and �
 Therefore�

we only have to consider the case W � XY ZAB � N here


�The augmentation of case �� is necessary only if in addition neither Indfbg� N n
fb� xg� fxg� nor Indfag� N n fa� yg� fyg� holds in M� We include case �� here anyway
as a unique augmentation�

��
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Figure �� Illustration of the proof for Theorem �


First� we consider statement � with i � �
 Since Ind�XA�Z� Y B� is implied
by F �

� � cliques of F
�
� can be separated into two groups with the union of one

group being XZA and the other being Y ZB
 Figure � �left� illustrates this
for the case where Z �� �
 Cliques outside F �

� are disconnected from F �
� � only

connected to XZA group� or only connected to Y ZB group

Let F� be a JF� otherwise identical to F�� except that the XZA group is

augmented into one clique and the Y ZB group into another �Figure � middle�

Let F �

� denote the subgraph consisting of these two cliques

Let H��N� be the entropy de�ned by the projected distributions of M on

F�� and H�
� �W � and H�

� �W � be the entropies on F �
� and F �

� � respectively
 We
have H��N� � H�

� �W � � h where h is the entropy contribution from outside
F �
� 
 Similarly we have H��N� � H�

� �W � � h

Since Ind�XA�Z� Y B� is implied by F �

� � we have H�
� �W � � H�

� �XZA� �
H�

� �Y ZB��HM�Z�� whereH�
� �XZA� andH�

� �Y ZB� are the entropy contribu	
tions of the two subgraphs of F �

� � andHM�Z� is the entropy of Z de�ned byM

Since Ind�XA�Z� Y B� is also implied by F �

� � we have H�
� �W � � HM�XZA��

HM�Y ZB��HM�Z�
 If we restrict M to XZA and Y ZB and apply Corol	
lary �� we have HM�XZA� � H�

� �XZA� and HM�Y ZB� � H�
� �Y ZB�� which

implies H��N� � H��N�

Let F� be the JF of G� as shown in Figure � �right�
 Let the subgraph of F�

overW be F �
� and H�

� �W � be the entropy de�ned by the projected distributions
of M on F �

� 
 We then have H��N� � H�
� �W � � h


By assumption� Ind�XA�Z� Y B� does not hold inM� but Ind�X�ZAB� Y �
holds in M
 Therefore� if we restrict M to W and apply Lemma �� we get
H�

� �W � � H�
� �W �� which implies H��N� � H��N�
 Hence� we have H��N� �

H��N� � H��N�

Using similar arguments and replacing F� by a JF of G�� we can prove that

statement � with i � � holds

Likewise� replacing F� by a JF of G� and applying Lemma �� we can show

H��N� � H��N�
 �

Theorem � says that� started with an arbitrary DMN� if the entropy of the
current DMN is not the minimum� a sequence of DMNs can be found which
monotonically decreases the entropy to its minimum
 It therefore establishes
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the asymptotic behavior of the minimum entropy search


Theorem � Let M be a probabilistic model over a set N of variables� Let
�G�P � be a decomposable Markov network of M� Let H�N� be the entropy of
N de�ned by P � and HM�N� de�ned by M� If H�N� � HM�N�� there exists
a sequence �G�P � � �G�� P��� � � � � �Gk� Pk� of decomposable Markov networks�

of M with the corresponding sequence of entropies H�N� � H��N� � � � � �
Hk�N� � HM�N� such that Gi �i � �� � � � � k� is constructed by adding links to
Gi��� and the last graph Gk is an I�map of M�

Proof�
Suppose H�N� � HM�N�
 By Theorem �� an independence relation

Ind�X �� Z� Y �� that holds in P but not in M can be found� where Z is ei	
ther empty or is a sepset in the JF F of G� X � �� �� Y � �� � and Y � covers a
connected subgraph of F 
 Denote the corresponding subgraph of G covered
by X � � Y � � Z by G�


We claim that there exist disjoint subsets X� Y � A and B of N �XA � X ��
Y B � Y � and AB �� �� such that ��� Ind�X�ZAB� Y � holds in M and ��� it
is implied by a chordal graph G� formed by augmenting the subgraph G� of G

Denote the augmented G� by G�

� which is a subgraph of G�

Statement ��� is true since� in the extreme case where X � Y � �� A � X �

and B � Y �� i
e
� G�
� is a single clique� we have the trivial independence

relation Ind���X �ZY �� �� that always holds
 This augmentation is the case
G� in Theorem �


To see that G� is chordal �statement ���� in this case� recall the proof of
Theorem �
 There the subsets X �� Y � and Z are found by recursively removing
leaf cliques from F �or equivalently from G� until the subgraph G� of G is
found� where Ind�X �� Z� Y �� holds in P but not in M
 Now since X � Y � ��
cliques of G� are identical to those of G except cliques covered by G� are
unioned into a single clique X � � Y � � Z in G�

�
 If we apply to G� Graham
reduction ����� which recursively removes leaf cliques of a graph� we will end
up with an empty graph �Graham reduction succeeds�
 This is because we can
follow the same sequence of leaf clique removal that leads us from G to G��
and then remove the clique X � � Y � � Z in G� at the last step
 The success of
Graham reduction implies that G� is chordal ���� �p����


In general� subsetsX �� � and Y �� � can be found such that Ind�X�ZAB� Y �
holds inM and the subgraph G�

�� augmented as cases G� or G� in Theorem ��
is chordal
 We now show that statement ��� is still true� i
e
� the augmented
graph G� is chordal
 Again� we can apply Graham reduction to G� to �rst pro	
duceG�

�
 Since G
�
� is chordal by assumption� continuation of Graham reduction

will eventually succeed� which implies that G� is chordal

Projecting PM to G�� we obtain a new DMN �G�� P��
 From the discussion

above� G is augmented into G� through one of the three cases of Theorem �


�Frydenberg and Lauritzen ���
 p���� proved that� given two chordal graphs with one
being the subgraph of the other� there is an increasing sequence of chordal graphs between
them that di�er by exactly one link� Our result here involves a sequence of chordal graphs
that di�er by more than one links and �x some false independence relations�
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In any case� Theorem � dictates that �G�� P�� satis�es H��N� � H��N�
 If
H��N� � HM�N�� the above arguments lead to �G�� P�� that satis�esH��N� �
H��N�


Since only a �nite number of links can be added to G and the entropy of a
DMNwith a complete graph is equal to HM�N�� the sequence �G�� P��� � � � � �Gk� Pk�
of DMNs does exist
 By Theorem �� Gk is an I	map of M
 �

Theorem � illustrates the microscopic working mechanism of the minimum
entropy search
 The entropy acts as a motor that drives the search for iden	
tifying a false independence relation
 The removal of the false independence
moves the current state forward in a chain leading the starting DMN to the
goal I	map


��� Super�uous links

Theorem � ensures that the minimum entropy search halt and produce an
I	map
 It does not� however� eliminate the possibility of producing a trivial
I	map
 Now we want to show that in practice halting at a trivial I	map rarely
occurs
 We identify two types of super�uous links that may be added
 In fact�
the entropy scoring metric has some built	in resistance to these two types of
super�uous links
 However� there exists a third type of super�uous link in to
which the entropy scoring metric has no resistance
 We discuss the third type
in Section �


We start the search with an empty DMN
 At each pass� links are added to
correct a false independence relation and thus the entropy is reduced
 Even	
tually we will obtain an I	map of M
 To examine the possibility of halting at
a trivial I	map� we ask the following two questions�

�
 Will those links that do not correct a false independence reduce the
entropy�

�
 Can the entropy scoring metric distinguish a direct dependence from an
indirect dependence�

c
a

b

e

d
f

c
a

b

e

d
f

Figure �� Left� An example of a minimal I	map of a PM
 Right� The structure
of a DMN generated during learning


The �rst question concerns the possibility of adding what we refer to as
uncalled�for links
 For example� suppose the graph in the left of Figure � is
the minimal I	map of a PM
 Assume that the current learned structure is the
graph in the right with the link �c� e� missing
 If the link �a� c� is added next�
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it is an uncalled	for link since it does not correct any false independence in the
current structure


The second question concerns the inclusion of what we refer to as redun�
dant links
 Redundant links repair a false independence but not in the most
direct way
 In Figure � �right�� since e is disconnected from the rest of the
graph� it implies that e is independent of every other variable
 This is a false
independence since e is connected to every other variable in the minimal I	map
�left�
 In Figure � �right�� if the link �a� e� is added next� it is a redundant
link
 It repairs the false independence between a and e
 Since it does not
repair the false independence between c and e� the link �c� e� must eventually
be included� making �a� e� redundant


Note that the classi�cation of super�uous links into uncalled	for versus
redundant is for conceptual convenience and is not absolute
 Whether a su	
per�uous link is classi�ed as one or the other depends on the current structure

If the current structure already contains �c� e�� the link �a� e� would be classi�ed
as uncalled	for rather than redundant


We provide a de�nite answer to the �rst question and a partial one to the
second


De	nition 
 Let M be a probabilistic model over a set N of variables� and
GM � �N�EM� be a minimal I�map ofM� Let G� � �N�E�� and G� � �N�E��
be two chordal graphs such that E� � E��

G� and G� are equivalent partial I�maps ofM� if E�	EM � E�	EM�

If G� is the current structure and G� is a candidate new structure� then
the set E� n E� of links formalizes what we call uncalled	for links
 Theorem �
shows that a minimum entropy search will never add any uncalled	for links

Thus it answers the �rst question


Theorem � Let M be a probabilistic model over a set N of variables� Let
G� � �N�E�� and G� � �N�E�� be two equivalent partial I�maps of M� Let
H��N� and H��N� be the entropies de�ned by the projected distributions of M
on G� and G�� respectively� Then H��N� � H��N��

Proof�
Let P��N� and P��N� be the projected distributions of M on G� and G��

respectively
 Making use of the independence relations implied by G�� we
have P��N� � �

Q
i PM�Ci����

Q
j PM�Sj��� where Ci is a clique of G� and Sj

is a sepset
 By De�nition �� G� does not remove any independence relations
that are implied by G� but do not hold in M
 Therefore� P��N� � P��N�

�

An intermediate structure may imply many false independence relations

In order not to include many redundant links� we must not correct just any
false relation
 Theorem �� shows that the number of redundant links can be
reduced if we choose to correct the false relation that maximizes the decrement
of entropy
 It says that� given three subsets A� B and C of variables� if A and B
are dependent� and A and C are either marginally independent or conditionally
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independent given B� then including links between A and B reduces entropy
more than including links between A and C
 This result formally justi�es the
use of a greedy search


Theorem �� Let M be a probabilistic model over a set N of variables� Let
G � �N�E� be a chordal graph� A� B and C be three distinct cliques of G and
A is disconnected from B and C� Let G� be a chordal graph formed by only
adding links to G such that A�B becomes a clique� Let G� be a chordal graph
formed by only adding links to G such that A�C becomes a clique� Let H��N�
and H��N� be entropies de�ned by Markov networks of M with structures G�

and G�� respectively�
Then we have H��N� � H��N� if ��� Ind�A���B� does not hold in M

and ��� either Ind�A���C� holds in M� or Ind�A�B�C� holds in M but
Ind�A�C�B� does not�

Proof�
In G�� a new cliqueAB replaces cliques A and B
 Hence� we have H��N� �

H�N��HM�AB��HM�A��HM�B�� where H�N� is the entropy of the DMN
with the structure G� and HM�AB� is the entropy of the new clique de�ned
by M
 Similarly� H��N� � H�N� �HM�AC��HM�A��HM�C�� Therefore�
we have

H�N ��H�N � � HMAC��HMC��HMAB� �HMB��

Using the well known average mutual information between two sets U and V
of variables�

IU �V � �
X

UV

P UV � log
P UV �

P U �P V �

we obtain

H�N � �H�N �

� �HMA� �HMC�� IMA�C�
�HMC�� �HMA� �HMB� � IMA�B�
 �HMB�

� IMA�B�� IMA�C��

If Ind�A���C� holds in M� then IM�A�C� � �
 Since Ind�A���B� does
not hold in M� we have H��N��H��N� � IM�A�B� � �


On the other hand� if Ind�A�B�C� holds inM� then IM�A�B� � IM�A�C��
IM�A�BjC� ���� �equation �
�
���� where I�A�BjC� is the average conditional
mutual information between A and B given C�

IA�BjC� �
X

ACB

P ACB� log
P AjCB�

P AjC�
�

Hence� IM�A�B��IM�A�C� � IM�A�BjC� � �� with equality i Ind�A�C�B�
holds in M
 Since Ind�A�C�B� does not hold by assumption� IM�A�B� �
IM�A�C� � �
 �

Theorem �� answers the second question partially
 It only asserts that
redundant links will never be added under certain situations� but it does not
guarantee the total avoidance of such links
 Since �nding the minimal I	map
is NP	hard� it is unlikely that any heuristic search using any scoring metric
will be able to eliminate all redundant links
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� When Will a Single�Link Lookahead Search

Fail�

Theorem � states that as long as the current DMN is not yet an I	map� a set
of links can always be added such that the new DMN is closer to an I	map
 No
upper bound is given for the number of links that must be added each time
 If
we use a greedy algorithm as suggested by Theorem ��� a single	link lookahead
search needs only to explore O�N�� links before one link is added
 The number
of links to be explored increases to O�N�� for a double	link lookahead� and to
O�N	� for a triple	link lookahead
 The single	link lookahead search has been
adopted by several learning algorithms ���� �� �� ��� ��� ��� for computational
e�ciency
 However� the following question is unanswered� What might be
compromised by using a single	link lookahead search�

With the understanding of the minimum entropy search� we answer the
above question in this section
 Theorem �� shows the existence of a class
of PMs that displays a special pattern of dependence relations
 Theorem ��
shows that a single	link lookahead search is unable to learn the I	map for this
class of PMs


Theorem �� Given an integer � � �� there exists a probabilistic model M of
a set X of � binary variables such that

S�� for each v 
 X� PM�X n fvg� �
Q

x�X�x��v PM�x�� and

S�� for each pair v�w 
 X and v �� w� Ind�fvg�X n fv�wg� fwg� does not
hold in M�

We shall refer to such a model as a pseudo�independent model�

Before proving the theorem� we describe intuitively the dependency pattern
displayed by the pseudo	independent models
 S� means that no pair of vari	
ables of X are independent given all other variables
 Therefore� in the minimal
I	map GM of M� there must be a direct line between each pair of them� i
e
�
GM is a complete graph
 We will refer to variables in such PMs as collectively
dependent
 On the other hand� S� means that variables in any subset of X of
size � � � are pairwise marginally independent


Proof�
It is su�cient to construct a jpd given � such that S� and S� hold

Let x�� � � � � x� denote � binary variables and P �xi��� � P �xi��� � ��� �i �

�� � � � � �� where xi�� and xi�� are the two outcomes of xi
 There are exactly
� distint subsets of X of size � � �
 For each subset fxi�� � � � � xi���g where
� � ij � �� S� is equivalent to

P �xi�� � � � � xi���� � �������

We have omitted the second index because the particular con�guration does
not aect the probability value
 Models that satisfy S� do exist
 A jpd of

��



mutual independence P � � P �x�� � � � � x�� � ���� is one example
 However� P �

does not satisfy S�
 We will construct a jpd of M which satis�es both S� and
S�


We can view the above equation� which is equivalent to S�� as a constraint

P �xi�� � � � � xi���� xi���� � P �xi�� � � � � xi���� xi���� � ������

for the subset fxi�� � � � � xi���g
 We therefore have � constraints� one for each
subset


To construct a desired jpd� we assign a probability value to each of the
�� con�gurations� each of which is denoted by a binary �	tuple
 For example�
the con�guration �x���� � � � � x���� is denoted ��� � � � � ��
 We group the tuples
according to the number of �s contained in each tuple and index the groups
as GP�� � � � � GP�
 For example� GP� has a single tuple ��� � � � � ��� GP� has �
tuples ��� � � � � �� ��� ��� � � � � �� �� ��� 


� and ��� �� � � � � ��


We assign probability values to con�gurations group by group in the as	
cending order of the group index
 To make a new assignment� we check the
con�gurations whose probability values have been assigned� determine how
many of the � constraints are involved in the assignment� and ensure that the
new assignment conform to the constraints


We start by assigning the single con�guration inGP�� P ��� � � � � �� � ������q
where q 
 ��� �� and q �� ���
 This assignment does not violate any constraints

We then assign a con�guration in GP��

P ��� � � � � �� �� � P �x���� � � � � x������� P �x���� � � � � x������ x���� � ��������� q��

Note that the assignment involves only one constraint and involves the only
con�guration whose value has been assigned
 We will say that the assignment
of probability value to con�guration ��� � � � � �� �� involves the above constraint
relative to the con�guration ��� � � � � �� ��


We make the following observation� If c� is a con�guration whose proba	
bility has been assigned and c� is a con�guration whose probability is to be
assigned� then the assignment involves a constraint relative to c� if and only if
c� and c� dier by exactly one attribute


The observation implies two things
 First� the assignment of c� cannot
involve a constraint relative to another con�guration in the same group� since
con�gurations in the same group dier by at least two attributes
 For example�
��� � � � � �� �� and ��� � � � � �� �� in GP�� and ��� � � � � �� �� �� and ��� � � � � �� �� �� in
GP�


Second� if c� 
 GPi� the assignment of c� can only involve a constraint
relative to con�gurations in GPi��
 This is because con�gurations in GPj
�j � i� �� dier from c� by at least two �s
 Therefore� when we assign a con	
�guration� we only have to check con�gurations in the very last group assigned

Note that the assignment may still involve multiple constraints each relative
to a distinct con�guration
 For example� the assignment of ��� � � � � �� �� �� ��
in GP� involves three constraints relative to ��� � � � � �� �� ��� ��� � � � � �� �� �� ��
and ��� � � � � �� �� �� �� in GP�� respectively
 We show that all of the constraints
involved can be satis�ed simultaneously


��



Each con�guration in GP� involves a single constraint relative to the single
con�guration ��� � � � � �� in GP�
 To satisfy each constraint� we assign the con	
�guration �������� � q� as we did in the second assignment above
 Hence all
con�gurations in GP� have the same probability value� since all distributions
of � � � order have the same value ������
 Therefore� for each con�guration
c 
 GP�� even though it involves two constraints� each relative to a dierent
con�guration in GP�� the assignment P �c� � ������q satis�es both simultane	
ously


Thus� by following this procedure� we can construct a jpd for M by al	
ternating the assignment of ������q and �������� � q� to con�gurations in
successive groups
 The resultant jpd clearly satis�es S�


To show that the jpd also satis�es S�� we need to show� for an arbitrary pair
xi� xj �i �� j� and Y � Xnfxi� xjg� that P �xijxj� Y � �� P �xijY �� or equivalently�
P �xi� xj� Y � �� P �xijY �P �xj� Y �
 Since P �xijY � � ��� and P �xj� Y � � ������

by S�� we have P �xijY �P �xj� Y � � ����
 However� P �xi� xj� Y � has the value
������q or ��������� q� where q �� ���
 �

Consider the following example of a pseudo	independent model
 Suppose
we have a digital gate with three inputs xi �i � �� �� �� and an output x�
 The
output x� � � whenever any two inputs are � and a third input is �� or all
inputs are �
 Suppose the three inputs are independent to each other and each
of them has equal chance to be � or �
 Table � shows the jpd of these four
variables
 Readers are encouraged to verify that ��� the marginal distribution
of each variable is ���� ��� any subset of two or three variables are mutually
independent� and ��� the jpd is not ���� � ������


�x�� x�� x�� x�� P �x�� x�� x�� x�� �x�� x�� x�� x�� P �x�� x�� x�� x��
��� �� �� �� ����� ��� �� �� �� �
��� �� �� �� � ��� �� �� �� �����
��� �� �� �� � ��� �� �� �� �����
��� �� �� �� ����� ��� �� �� �� �
��� �� �� �� � ��� �� �� �� �����
��� �� �� �� ����� ��� �� �� �� �
��� �� �� �� ����� ��� �� �� �� �
��� �� �� �� � ��� �� �� �� �����

Table �� An example of a pseudo	independent model


Since the parameter q in the proof of Theorem �� can take any value in
the intervals ��� ���� and ����� ��� there is an in�nite number of models given
�
 In all these models� the marginal of each variable is equal to �
�
 How	
ever� it should be noted that pseudo	independent models are not restricted
to �
� marginals
 Table � provides a jpd of three variables that has dierent
marginals� in which ��� the marginals are P �x���� � ���� P �x���� � ��� and
P �x���� � ���� ��� any two variables are marginally independent� and ��� the
jpd is not equal to the product P �x��P �x��P �x��


��



�x�� x�� x�� P �x�� x�� x�� �x�� x�� x�� P �x�� x�� x��
��� �� �� ����� ��� �� �� �����
��� �� �� ����� ��� �� �� �����
��� �� �� ����� ��� �� �� �����
��� �� �� ����� ��� �� �� �����

Table �� A pseudo	independent model de�ned by dierent marginals for indi	
vidual variables


Among all PMs� pseudo	independent models represent one extreme
 The
other extreme is represented by models which display a totally dierent pattern
of dependence relations
 In the I	map of those models� no pair of variables con	
nected by a link displays marginal independence
 Between the two extremes� a
whole spectrum of pseudo	independent models exist� in which variables are col	
lectively dependent� marginally independent in some pairs and not marginally
independent in other pairs
 To classify these models� we shall refer to the
models in Theorem �� as full pseudo	independent models and the models be	
tween the two extremes as partial pseudo	independent models
 Table � shows
such a partial model of three variables
 The marginal for each variable is �
�

Any pair of variables are dependent given the third
 However� x� and x� are
marginally independent �P �x�� x�� � P �x��P �x���� so are x� and x�� but x�
and x� are not marginally independent �P �x�� x�� �� P �x��P �x���


�x�� x�� x�� P �x�� x�� x�� �x�� x�� x�� P �x�� x�� x��
��� �� �� ����� ��� �� �� ����
��� �� �� ����� ��� �� �� ����
��� �� �� ����� ��� �� �� ����
��� �� �� ����� ��� �� �� ����

Table �� An example of a partial pseudo	independent model


Before discussing more general pseudo	independent models� we show that
the single	link lookahead search cannot learn full pseudo	independent models


Theorem �� Let GM be the minimal I�map of a full pseudo�independent
model M over a set X of � variables� Let G� be an initial chordal graph
from which the learning starts and let the number of links of G� be L �
���� � ����� � �� Then GM cannot be recovered by the single�link lookahead
minimum entropy search�

Proof�
Since M is a full pseudo	independent model� there is a link between each

pair of variables in the minimal I	map of M
 Hence� GM is a complete graph
and has M � ��� � ���� links


��



Let �G�� P�� be the initial DMN
 Suppose G� has L � M � � links
 Then
G� cannot have two cliques of size � � �
 Otherwise� G� will dier from a
complete graph by a single link� i
e
� L � M � �
 We will show that no link
will be added to G� by the search


Since only a single link can be added each time and the resultant graph
must be chordal� at each pass of the search� either a clique of size � is formed
by joining two nodes in disconnected components �e
g
� the dotted link �b� c� in
Figure �� or a clique of size k � � is formed by joining two cliques of size k� �
with their intersection of size k � �
 For example� a clique of size � is formed
by joining two cliques of size � with their intersection of size � �e
g
� the clique
fa� b� dg formed by adding the dotted link �a� d� in Figure ��
 A clique of size �
is formed by joining two cliques of size � with their intersection of size � �e
g
�
the clique fd� e� f� gg formed by adding the dotted link �d� g� in Figure ��


g

a
b

c

d e
f

h

Figure �� An example graph to show clique formation by single link addition

Dotted links are to be added �one at a time� to form new cliques


Let �G�� P�� be a candidate DMN such that G� is augmented from G� by
adding a single link �a� b�
 According to the discussion above� the link must
join two cliques
 Denote the two cliques by W � fag and W � fbg


G� and G� diers in that cliques W � fag and W � fbg are replaced by
W � fa� bg
 Therefore� the dierence between the entropies of the two DMNs
is

H��N��H��N� � HM�Wab�� �HM�Wa� �HM�Wb��HM�W ���

According to S� in Theorem ��� variables in any subset of size � � � are
pairwise marginally independent
 Since the largest two cliques of an equal size
in G� has a size ���� we have jWabj � ���
 Hence we have Ind�Wa��� b� and
Ind�W��� b�� which implies that H��N� � H��N� � �
 Therefore no �G�� P��
will be selected and no link will be added to G�
 �

Although Theorem �� involves learning only full pseudo	independent mod	
els� the conclusion is applicable to learning partial pseudo	independent models
as well
 For example� if the single	link lookahead search is applied to the model
in Table �� it will only �nd the dependence between x� and x� and will output
a structure with a single link
 A two	link lookahead search after the single	
link lookahead search will identify the collective dependency among the three
variables


So far� the pseudo	independent models are de�ned based on the entire
domain of variables
 This again is only a special case
 In general� pseudo	

��



independent models can be embedded
 Examples of PMs with embedded
pseudo	independent models are shown in Section �


The existence of vast number of pseudo	independent models poses a chal	
lenge to learning probabilistic networks as approximate I	maps
 Suppose we
have no prior knowledge about the possible size of an embedded pseudo	
independent model
 Then Theorem �� dictates that search of potential cliques
up to the size of the entire domain by multi	link lookahead is necessary in
general
 Since such a search is infeasible� prior knowledge should be used for
restricting the number of links required for the search
 We will discuss this
problem in more detail in Section �


It is perhaps worth mentioning that Pearl noticed the existence of pseudo	
independent models
 In his book ���� �p����� he considered a bell that rings
whenever the outcomes of two fair coins are equal to demonstrate collective
dependence and pairwise marginal independence
 However� there is no further
discussion on such models


We have shown that the single	link lookahead search combined with the
entropy scoring metric is unable to learn pseudo	independent models
 In fact�
the same conclusion can be drawn in learning probabilistic networks �including
DMNs and BNs� with other scoring metrics
 We now show this is indeed the
case in a few well	known algorithms
 To simplify the discussion� we will only
consider full embedded pseudo	independent models� i
e
� models in which a
subset of domain variables display collective dependence and pairwise marginal
independence


Pseudo	independent models cannot be learned by Kutato ����
 The al	
gorithm starts with an empty graph and uses a single	link lookahead search
to learn a BN with an entropy scoring metric
 Since variables in a pseudo	
independent model are pairwise marginally independent� no link between any
pair will decrease the entropy and hence no dependence can be discovered


Likewise� pseudo	independent models cannot be learned by the algorithm
suggested by Lam and Bacchus ����� which uses the MDL principle to learn a
BN
 Let us �rst brie�y describe their algorithm
 It �rst computes the mutual
information between each pair of nodes �corresponding to a link�
 It then
places all links in a list in descending order of mutual information between the
end nodes
 The candidate BNs are generated by starting with an empty graph
and including links from the beginning of the link list and down the list
 It
allocates equal amount of computational resources to explore candidate BNs of
identical number of links �the same complexity�
 After each complexity class
has exhausted its resources� the best candidate BN according to the cross
entropy scoring metric is chosen
 The BN that has the minimal description
length across classes will be the �nal output
 If the true PM contains an
embedded pseudo	independent model� links between each pair of nodes in the
model has zero mutual information
 These links will be placed at the end
of the link list and will be the last to be included in any candidate BNs
 If
these BNs are ever considered� the algorithm must have exhausted almost all
possible BNs� which has an exponential complexity
 Therefore� in practice�
these BNs would have no chance to be tested and selected as the �nal output


��



The previous two algorithms start with an empty graph
 The algorithm PC
���� learns a BN by starting from a complete graph
 In the �rst pass� it removes
each link if the end nodes of the link are marginally independent
 In the
second pass� it removes each link if the end nodes of the link are independent
conditioned on a third node
 In each of the following passes� it remove each
link if the end points of the link are independent conditioned on a subset of
nodes of higher and higher order until a stopping condition is met
 If the
problem domain contains an embedded psedu	independent model� each pair of
nodes in the model are marginally independent and the link between them will
be deleted in the �rst pass of the search
 Therefore the collective dependency
of the model will not be re�ected in the �nal BN


It is an open question whether or not this limitation also applies to K� ����
which uses the Bayesian scoring metric to learn a BN


� AMulti�link Lookahead Learning Algorithm

The existence of in�nite number of pseudo	independent PMs and the inability
of single	link lookahead search to learn such models suggest the adoption of
more general learning algorithms when prior knowledge about the problem
domain cannot rule out the possibility of such models
 In this section and the
section to follow� we present one such algorithm and discuss related issues

As we are now moving from the theoretical analysis of the minimum entropy
search to its practical implementation� we make some explicit assumptions on
the context where the proposed algorithm is to be applied


Assumption � The database variables are discrete�

We have assumed a discrete problem domain throughout the paper as in	
dicated in the beginning of Section �
�
 This assumption simply restates it in
terms of the feature of the database


Assumption � The database is complete� i�e�� no cases have missing vari�
ables�

The above two assumptions are seen in most algorithms for learning prob	
abilistic networks ��� ���


To reduce the complexity of a multi	link lookahead search� we make the
following sparseness assumption


Assumption � Let � be the size of an embedded pseudo�independent model in
the problem domain� The higher the value of �� the less likely that a pseudo�
independent model of size � exists in the problem domain�

This assumption allows us to lookahead a small number of links such that
we will not miss many embedded pseudo	independent models
 In the case
where the number of variables involved in an embedded pseudo	independent

��



model is actually large� we probably will not be able to estimate its distribution
reliably from the available data anyway
 Even if the database is very large and
such estimation is possible� the inference computation using such models will
be very expensive� making them much less useful
 Based on the sparseness
assumption� the algorithm to be presented bounds the multi	link lookahead
search with a parameter speci�ed by the user


A �nite database may contain false dependencies that cause the generation
of super�uous links in addition to those we discussed in Section �
�
 In the
algorithm to be presented� the �� test of conditional independence �CI test�
is used to reduce such super�uous links
 This will be discussed in detail in
Section �


Algorithm �

InputA database D over a set N of variables� a maximum size � of
pseudo�independent models� and an 	 level for �� test�

begin
initialize an empty graph G � �N�E��
G� �� G�
for i � � to ��� � ����� do � search by levels

repeat � search by passes
initialize the entropy decrement dh� �� ��
for each set L of i links �L 	 E � ��� do � search by steps

if G� � �N�E � L� is chordal and L is implied by a single
clique of size � �� then
compute the entropy decrement dh� locally�
if dh� � dh�� then dh� �� dh�� G� �� G��

if G� passes �� test at 	 level� then G �� G��done �� false�
else done �� true�

until done � true�
return G and the projected distribution P of the database on G�

end

The search is structured into levels and each level is a search with the
identical number of lookahead links
 Each level consists of multiple passes and
each pass is composed of multiple steps
 Each pass at the same level tries
to add the same number �i� of links
 For instance� level one search adds a
single link in each pass� level two search adds two links� and so on
 Search at
each pass selects i links after testing all distinct and legal combinations� one
at each search step� of i links
 The i links that decrease the entropy maximally
are selected
 The entropy decrement dh� is computed locally using F �

� and
F �
� in Figure �
 The �� test for conditional independence is then performed

to determine if the replacement of F �
� is justi�ed by the database at the 	

��



signi�cance level
 If F �
� is rejected� F �

� will be adopted and search continues at
the same level� otherwise the next higher level of search starts
 The following
analyzes the worst case time complexity of the algorithm


Testing the chordality of G� can be performed in O�jN j� time ����

A JT can be computed by a maximal spanning tree algorithm ����
 A

maximal spanning tree of a graph with v nodes and e links can be computed
in O��v�e� log v� time ����
 Since a complete graph has O�v�� links� a maximal
spanning tree can be computed in O�v� log v� time
 Equivalently� computation
of a JT of a chordal graph with k nodes and v cliques takes O�v� log v� time

Since v � k� computation of a JT of a chordal graph with k nodes takes
O�k� log k� time
 In computing dh�� we need to compute F �

� and F �
� from the

corresponding chordal subgraphs
 Each of them contains no more than ��
variables� where � is the maximum allowable size of a clique
 Therefore� we
can compute F �

� and F �
� in O��� log �� time


Let n be the number of cases in the database
 We can extract the distri	
bution P � on the �� variables from the database directly in O�n� time
 The
projected distribution on F �

� and F �
� can be computed by marginalizing P �

to cliques and multipling clique distributions� which takes O�� ��� time
 The
computation of dh� from the projected distributions can be performed in O����
time
 The complexity of each step is then O�jN j�n�� �� log ������
 Since n
is much larger than jN j� the complexity of each search step is O�n�� �� log ��
����


The algorithm repeats for O���� levels
 Each level contains O�jN j�� passes

Each pass has C�C�jN j� ��� �� � O�jN j��� steps
 Hence� the algorithm has
O��� jN j��� search steps
 The overall complexity of the algorithm is then
O��� jN j�� �n� � �� log � � �����


The computation is feasible only if � is close to one
 Otherwise� it is not
practical with problem domains of large number of variables
 This suggests
the use of prior knowledge about the problem domain to further constrain the
search
 By exploring the prior knowledge of the problem domain� if we can par	
tition the problem domain N into 
 equal subdomains and assert that there is
no embedded pseudo	independent models that crosses subdomain boundaries�
then we can perform the single	link lookahead search in the entire problem
domain but perform the multi	link lookahead search only in each subdomain


We will have O�jN j� � �� jN j��

���
� search steps� which amounts to a complexity

reduction of 
�� times

For example� suppose jN j � �� and � � �
 The number of search steps is

in the order of ��� � ���	
 If we can restrict the multi	link lookahead search
to three subdomains of no more than �� variables each� the number of search
steps will be reduced to the order of ���� ����


Another useful heuristic is to apply single	link lookahead search �rst
 If a
disconnected network is generated and we have prior knowledge that it should
be connected� then we can focus the multi	link lookahead search based on the
resultant network
 We leave such an investigation to future work
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	 Conditional Independence Test for Multi�

link Inclusion

In Section �� we showed that an I	map of a PM can be learned by the min	
imum entropy search when marginal distributions of cliques can be obtained
accurately
 This is equivalent to a database of in�nite size� which contains
only true dependencies
 In Section �
�� we classi�ed two types �uncalled	for
and redundant� of super�uous links that may be generated even when learn	
ing is performed using such databases
 Hence� their generation is due to the
use of heuristic search
 These links are undesirable because they unnecessarily
increase complexity of inference computation


In practice� we must learn from a �nite database
 Such a database may
contain false dependencies that do not exist in the underlying problem domain

They cause the generation of a third type of super�uous link which we will
refer to as false links
 False links have a dierent undesirable eect apart from
the complexity increase shared by the other two types of super�uous links
 The
probability values associated with false links tend to encode noise contained
in the database
 The encoded noise biases the jpd of the learned network and
causes inference errors
 We will illustrate this in Section �


The description length metric ����� equivalent to the Bayesian scoring met	
ric� uses the encoding length of the learned model to penalize automatically the
generation of all three types of super�uous links
 As discussed in Section �� the
entropy scoring metric is equivalent to the encoding length of the data given
the learned model
 We have shown in Section �
� that the entropy metric has
total resistance to the generation of uncalled	for links and partial resistance to
the generation of redundant links
 However� it has no resistance to the false
links at all
 Without additional controls� the minimum entropy search tends
to encode all false dependencies contained in the database
 The CI test used
in Algorithm � is aimed at reducing false links as well as redundant links


In learning a DMN� Fung and Crawford ���� used the �� test to determine
if two variables are independent conditioned on a third set
 They used a three	
way contingency table for the test
 The �� test is also used in Kutato ����� but
the details of the test are not given
 Since the single	link lookahead search is
used in Kutato and only the removal of one conditional independence between
a pair of variables needs to be justi�ed� the test can be performed in the same
way as Fung and Crawford
 In the multi	link lookahead search� however� the
test is to justify the removal of possibly several conditional independencies �see
Figure ��
 Therefore� the method of Fung and Crawford cannot be used under
these circumstances
 We have instead applied the �� test of goodness�of��t for
composite hypotheses ���
 We describe the method below


Recall from Section � that the replacement of F �
� by F �

� causes the maxi	
mum amount of decrease of entropy
 The CI test is performed for deciding if
F �
� should be rejected at the 	 level of signi�cance
 Suppose F �

� is a JT� we can
direct links of F �

� to form a rooted tree
 We then start at the root and index
cliques as we move away from the root in a breadth	�rst fashion
 Denote the
variables involved in F �

� by X
 If F �
� is a correct depiction of independencies
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among X� we have
PM�X� �

Y

i

PM�CijSi�� ���

where Ci is a clique of F �
� and Si is the sepset between Ci and its parent clique


The total number of independent parameters on the right side of equation � is

X

i

dci �
X

j

dsj � ��

where dci is the dimension of P �Ci� and dsj is the dimension of P �Si�
 The
�rst summation is over all cliques and the second is over all sepsets
 Note that
this result is independent of how the links are directed in forming the rooted
tree
 In general� F �

� is a JF and we have

PM�X� �
Y

k

�
Y

i

PM�CijSi��� ���

where the �rst product is over all JTs of F �
� 
 The total number of independent

parameters needed to specify the right side of equation � is

s �
X

k

�
X

i

dci �
X

j

dsj � ��� ���

where the �rst summation is over all JTs of F �
� 


The composite null hypothesis is stated as follows�

Hy� � variables in X have the independence relations depicted by F �
�

or equivalently �equation � is correct
� The alternative hypothesis is

Hy� � variables in X does not have the independence relations depicted by F �
�

or equivalently ��equation � is incorrect
� If Hy� is true� the entropy reduction
obtained by including a new set L of links is due to either false dependencies
caused by �nite sampling or L being redundant links
 We therefore should
accept F �

� 
 Otherwise� updating F �
� is justi�ed


To perform the test� we form the �� test statistic

�� � n
X

x

�PD�x��
Q
k�
Q

i PD�ci��
Q

j PD�sj���
�

Q
k�
Q
i PD�ci��

Q
j PD�sj��

�

where n is the number of cases in D� PD�� is the distribution estimated from
database D� x is a con�guration of X� ci is a projection of x on Ci� si is
a projection of x on Si�

Q
k is over all JTs�

Q
i and

Q
j are over all cliques

and sepsets of the same JT� respectively
 The degree of freedom of the ��

distribution is
df � d� � � s�

where d is the number of independent parameters in PD�X� and s is de�ned
by equation �
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The worst case complexity of a �� test is about the same as that of com	
puting dh�


The level of signi�cance of the test 	 is supplied by the user
 In essence� 	
speci�es to what extent the user is willing to trade complexity of the generated
network with �tness of data
 As the value of 	 increases� both the complexity
of the network and the degree of �tness to data increase
 Therefore� in contrast
to the automatic balance of model complexity and �tness of data in MDL and
Bayesian approaches� the 	 level here acts as a user	controlled lever to balance
the two
 The necessity of such balance is discussed in ����
 In Section �� we
further illustrate experimentally the leverage that can be provided by the CI
test



 Experimental Results

A set of ten DMNs were randomly generated to serve as the control PMs
 We
set up the simulator to embed a pseudo	independent model for some DMNs

Then databases were generated from each DMN using logic sampling
 The
learning algorithm was then applied to each database
 Each learned DMN was
then compared with the corresponding control DMN
 To evaluate the quality
of the learned DMN� we compared both the complexity of the DMN and its
cross entropy with the control DMN
 We will show the results on two DMNs
in detail and then present the overall results for all ten DMNs
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Figure �� �a� The structure of a control DMN
 �b� The structure of a DMN
learned from a database generated by the control DMN in �a�
 Dotted links
are the missing links in the learned DMN


Figure � �a� is a generated DMN where variables �� � and � form an embed	
ded pseudo	independent model
 A database of ����� cases was generated and
the learning algorithm was applied to the database with the 	 level �
��
 Ap	
plying the single	link lookahead and double	link lookahead search� the DMN in
Figure � �b� was learned� where dotted links represent the missing links
 The
search failed to learn the embedded pseudo	independent model
 The cross en	
tropy is �
�����
 Applying the triple	link lookahead search� the identical DMN
as in �a� was learned
 The cross entropy drops to �
�����


Figure � �a� is another control DMN
 It does not contain any embedded
pseudo	independent model
 We generated a database of ��� �about ��� of
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Figure �� �a� The structure of a control DMN
 �b� through �d� are the struc	
tures of DMNs learned from a database generated by the control DMN in �a�

The 	 levels are ���� �
�� and �
���� respectively
 The heavy link in �b�
does not exist in �a�
 Dotted links are missing links in the learned DMN


the total number of distinct con�gurations� cases
 To compare the eect of
dierent 	 levels� we used ���� �
�� and �
��� with the corresponding learned
DMNs shown in Figure � �b�� �c� and �d�� respectively
 The heavy link does
not exist in the control DMN
 The dotted links are the missing links
 The
general trend is that as the value of 	 decreases� the complexity of the learned
DMN decreases as expected


The cross entropies of the three learned DMNs are �
����� �
���� and
�
����
 We interpret them as follows� When the database is small� it may
contain many false dependencies
 The true dependencies of the PM are also
weakly represented
 When the 	 value is high� false dependencies are easily
included in the learned DMN which represent noise
 This noise� once encoded�
tends to increase the cross entropy
 When the 	 value is small� both false
dependencies and weak true dependencies are excluded
 The missing true
dependencies tend to increase the cross entropy
 Between these two extremes
of 	 values� there are values of 	 that minimize the false dependencies included
and include su�cient true dependencies� which optimizes the cross entropy
 We
see that this is not the case when the database is relatively large
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Figure �� �a� The structure of a control DMN
 �b� through �e� are the struc	
tures of DMNs learned from a database generated by the control DMN in �a�

The 	 levels are ���� ���� �
�� and �
����� respectively


Using the same control DMN as in Figure � �a�� we generated a larger

��



database of ���� �close to the total number of distinct con�gurations� cases

Figure � �b� through �e� show the learned DMNs using 	 values ���� ����
�
�� and �
����
 The corresponding cross entropies are �
����� �
����� �
����
and �
����
 This time as the complexity of the learned DMNs decreases� the
cross entropy decreases as well
 We have found the same general trend in
learning other DMNs
 When the database is large� the strong true dependen	
cies are so dominantly represented by the data� they will not be missed even
with small 	 values
 On the other hand� small 	 values tend to exclude false
dependencies
 This helps decrease the cross entropy
 They also tend to exclude
the weak true dependencies which are easily biased by noise
 Since those weak
dependencies do not matter much anyway� the overall eect amounts to just
decreasing the cross entropy
 By a careful examination of the control DMN�
we notice that variable � is almost certain with its marginals �
��� and �
���
�very close to � and ��
 Its dependencies with variables � and � are not prop	
erly represented in the data since con�gurations corresponding to the marginal
�
��� of variable � rarely occur in the database of ���� cases
 Therefore� the
marginal independence among these variables as depicted in Figure � �d� and
�e� appears closer to the control DMN than the biased dependence in �b� and
�c� �the heavy link between variables � and ��


Our results suggest the use of medium 	 values when the database is small
and the use of small 	 values when the database is large
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Figure ��� The structures of ten simulated control DMNs


Figure �� shows all ten control DMNs
 The DMNs in �b� and �d� have
embedded pseudo	independent models f�� �� �g and f�� �� �g� respectively
 Ta	
ble � shows the summary of experimental results using databases of �����
cases for each DMN
 For each database� two dierent 	 values were used
 We
terminated the learning process after the triple	link lookahead search
 The
second column shows the total number of graphs searched when the triple	

��




 nets links max clq cross entr
model a �� �
� � ��� ���� �� � �����
� � ���� 	��� �� � �����
model b �� �
� � ��� ���� �� � �����
� � ���� ��	�� �� � �����
model c �� �
� � ��� ����� �� 	 ���	�
� � ���� ����� �� 	 �����
model d �� �
� � ��� ���� �� � �����
� � ���� ���� �� � �����
model e �� �
� � ��� ���� �� � �����
� � ���� ��	� �	 � �����
model f �� �
� � ��� ���� �� � �����
� � ���� ���� �� � �����
model g �� �
� � ��� ���� �� � �����
� � ���� ���� �� � �����
model h �� �
� � ��� ���� �� � �����
� � ���� ���� �� � �����
model i �� �
� � ��� ���� �� � �����
� � ���� �	�� �	 � �����
model j �� �
� � ��� ���� �� � �����
� � ���� ���� �� � �����

Table �� Summary of experimental results with the ten simulated DMNs in
Figure ��


link lookahead terminates
 The third and fourth columns list the number of
links and the size of the maximum clique in the control DMN and the learned
DMNs as an indication of the complexity of the learned DMNs
 The last col	
umn lists the cross entropy� indicating the closeness of the distribution of the
learned DMNs relative to the control DMN
 For all ten models� the learned
DMNs have only a slight increase in complexity
 The DMNs learned using the
smaller 	 value are simpler and also have lower cross entropy as the size of
databases is large
 The total processing time ��� DMNs� was � minutes on a
SGI INDY workstation


� Discussion

In this paper� we studied learning a decomposable Markov network from a
database of cases using the entropy scoring metric and a heuristic search
 Our
analysis reveals the �microscopic� mechanism of a minimumentropy search and
its asymptotic behavior
 We showed that the process to decrease the entropy
parallels the process to remove false independence relations in the intermediate
networks
 The decreasing entropy drives the search forward until an I	map of

��



the domain model is learned when the size of the database is very large

The understanding of this mechanism uncovers that the I	map of a prob	

abilistic model cannot be fully recovered unless some false independence rela	
tions �equivalently� a true dependence not yet encoded� can be identi�ed at
each search pass
 We showed that there exists a large number of probabilistic
models whose dependences can only be detected with a lookahead of multiple
links
 As a single	link lookahead search has been adopted by several learning
algorithms for e�ciency reasons� our analysis indicates that results obtained
by these methods may be compromised


To uncover the pseudo	independent models� we have proposed an algorithm
that uses the multi	link lookahead search
 We have suggested some ways in
which prior knowledge can be applied to reduce the complexity of the multi	
link lookahead search although more research is needed along this direction


To avoid learning networks of unnecessarily high complexity has been a
major concern in developing learning algorithms
 We classi�ed super�uous
links into three types
 We showed that the entropy metric has total resistance
to one type� partial resistance to another� and no resistance to the third
 We
devised a method for applying the �� test to reduce the generation of the
latter two types of super�uous links
 Experimental results using ten randomly
generated DMNs of �� variables demonstrated satisfactory performance of the
multi	link lookahead algorithm
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